


Tool Overview

Input Section Output SectionRun Button

Tab Description
1) Title 
2) Dashboard – it represents summary of inputs & outputs. All inputs should be controlled in this tab.
3) Simulation (Single run) – it shows a simulated experiment based on the specified inputs.
4) Simulation (Multiple runs) – it conducts multiple simulations with a normal distribution assumption of population mean.
5) Cost_Estimation – it includes your cost estimation tool. (Experiment Cost.xls)
6) TC vs. DD – it has tables and chart about relationships between total cost and detectable difference.
7) Chart 1 – chart about relationships between total cost and detectable difference.
8) Chart 2 – chart about relationships between birds per pen and detectable difference.



[Step 1] Set-up Inputs

① Specify 
Assumptions and 
Statistical Settings

② Decide # of 
Birds/Pen and 
Replications

③ Type good 
numbers for cost 
estimation

④ Proper historical 
data should be 
typed in. Graph will 
be automatically 
adjusted.

⑤ Modify this table 
as the experiment 
plan. E.g., if you 
don’t want to use 
Grower feed, just 
empty ‘Grower’ 
column and adjust 
‘Starter’ column. If 
you use up to 
‘Withdrawal’, just fill 
out every cell. Cost 
calculation will 
automatically take 
care of them w/o 
any equation 
corrections in the 
other sheets 
manually.

c.f.) Current values of ‘Population Mean’ and ‘Population Standard Deviation’ typed in the Workbook 
are average female body weight and its standard deviation on Day 48th from Individual Broiler 
Experiment in M-house.



[Step 2] Click Run Button

③ Click it after all values are set 
up.

c.f.) ‘# Simulations’ above the ‘Run’ button is for multiple simulations. Once the button is hit, the 
‘Simulation (Multiple runs)’ worksheet shows you how P-value varies based on the assumption 
of a normal distribution for the population mean. (like Monte-Carlo Simulation)

① Set up the number of 
simulations.

② Set up the mean value of a 
treated group. It is an assumption 
for the simulation to see how 
accurate the result will be based 
on the input settings from Step 1.



[Step 3] Reading Outputs

① ‘Simulation Results’ 
shows the summary of 
the second worksheet, 
Simulation (Single run).

③ Detectable Difference 
and Total Estimated 
Cost/Treatment is 
presented.

② Probability of 
hypothesis rejection (Null 
hypo. : Control = 
Treated)

③ Total costs ($366.4048 ~ $3505.333) and 
detectable differences against various 
numbers of birds per pen and replications 
which make from 120 to 1920 total birds.



[Step 4] Check the Other Worksheets
‘Simulation (Single run)’ Worksheet

Randomly generated 
‘Individual Bird 
Weight’ along 
normal distribution Each Replication

Treatments



‘Simulation (Multiple runs)’ Worksheet

Weight Aver. of one 
pen from randomly 
generated birds.

Each row shows one 
experiment.

Pen weight 
average & 
standard deviation.

Average 
mean 
difference.

T and P values 
based on # of 
replications

Reject if this 
value is 1

[Step 4] Check the Other Worksheets



‘Cost_Estimation’ Worksheet

This tab represents calculation details on cost. Every input value is from ‘Dashboard’ worksheet.
DO NOT overwrite any value in this sheet.

[Step 4] Check the Other Worksheets



‘TC_vs_DD’ Worksheet Total costs ($366.4048 ~ 
$3505.333) and detectable 
differences against various 
numbers of birds per pen and 
replications which make from 
120 to 1920 total birds.

Chart on the right hand side 
shows the interesting information.

In 2 Reps, the increase in # birds 
decreases DD much, but still 
DDs are quite big.

In 12 Reps, the increase in # 
birds does not affect DD much, 
and causes steep increase in 
total cost.

In order to have relatively small detectable difference with 
reasonable cost, proper trade-off study is necessary.

[Step 4] Check the Other Worksheets



‘TC_vs_DD’ Worksheet

X is birds/pen instead of 
total cost/treatment ($)

Birds/pen and Detectable 
Differences are studied against 
various numbers of birds/pen 
(5~80) & replications (2~12).

[Step 4] Check the Other Worksheets
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[Step 5] Print Charts

‘Chart 1’ Worksheet

Total costs and 
Detectable Differences 
chart can be printed 
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[Step 5] Print Charts

‘Chart 2’ Worksheet

Birds per pen and 
Detectable Differences 
chart can be printed 


